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News of the universe 
 

 

 

+++NEWSTICKER+++6/9 

6 September 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl  

 

HIGHSPEED WEEKEND - fiery dance of zero point energy 

 

+++6/9 exponential Trinity expansion+++ 

 

+++Energy quotient/ Plasma compaction expands+++ 

 

+++Consciousness and bodies condense their core meltdown of symmetric alignment+++ 

 

+++I am - soul spirit body source in purest form of creation ....of all that is and my self+++ 

 

+++The universal law of mirroring multiplied in September, universal month 12, so that also the reflection on all 

levels of the great shifts of the year 2012 and alignment to the master module 2020-2022+++ 

 

(great awakening, massive geo-, atomic/molecular blueprint (body) shifts, consciousness switch) 

 

+++Shows your previous metamorphosis/unpuppening of your self. What can you see here, how far does your soul 

manifest / live your individual truth in the high-frequency star code in human embodiment now, do you let yourself be 

led astray from everyday life ++++ 

 

+++ every emotion in you shows the beacon of your path of change+++ 

 

+++ Many, many eons have been worked towards this phase. Each seed received before your NOW had given its best 

as much as its brought along torment allowed to separate the wheat from the chaff on the journey to individual 

transcendence. The FREE WILL is here a gift from the Source to SELF to choose any direction, there is no good or 

bad on the path of all ENERGY of LIFE. +++ 

 

+++Transcendence means to wander far beyond the limits of human cognitive nature. Transformation, on the other 

hand, means transforming the illusion of understanding and behavior. 
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With your arrival, your entry into this incarnation until your return, many luminous inherent logbooks, memories of 

the individual journeys of experience of your consciousness fade. 

 

The multiverse great wholeness sees the liveliness, the LIFE as breath of the Source SELF, active and always in 

motion as Existence of all that is. Why, who and how many participate is not relevant for life itself. It is much more 

important to recognize the relationship their interaction and between LIFE and you the EARTH/HUMAN BEING. 

 

Your way of thinking, imprinting of your mind, your self-created structures in the course of being in the course of 

human nature and yet the wholeness of the Omniverse cannot be denied at a glance towards heaven. 

 

You regard this as a perpetual struggle between your self and all others. Nobody from your point of view can even 

come close to experiencing such experiences on all levels as you can. Here there is a logarithmic error in the database, 

but it has far-reaching consequences - the transformation, the reshaping of consciousness goes into 

slowing/stagnation. 

 

Many of those who arrive before you, like you, have gone through similar, if often even more difficult, phases than 

you realize NOW. Evolutionary body adaptations, advanced civilizations came and went, wars, battles, claims to 

power. Visible and invisible deep wounds and traumas were passed from one seed to another. Generation to 

generation for many eons so that transformation can become transcendence in the now. 

 

The free will to accept life as a loving closest confidante and not to nourish the test content of recurring suffering 

situations, whether body or mind, in your life study, your human journey of experience, opens the way, the portals to 

transcendence. 

 

follow your inherent light language in the pulse of the cosmic heart ....Kriil/Plejaden...+++ 

 

+++Permanent intensification of the orientation +++ 

 

+++ Separations/releases/body intesity up to 9/9 ( zero point energy) setting of course, strange events, events, 

experiences by current change 12/9, 15/9, 18/9 21/9 , 24/9 and including 27/9 on consciousness and body level ... of 

all beings, including the mother ship +++ 
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Gratitude Donation 
 
 

we thank with much love for the plans of the New Light. 
 

 to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
 or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

Donations are shared between the author Jada Seidel and this translation by Ralf A. Seger. 
 
The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 

with the other part of the donation you support our spiritual project of the New Light.  
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